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and extract “Ess” or “Shh” sounds which can
make perfectly drawn pitch un-natural if not
present. With the button depressed, simply
clicking and dragging across the timeline puts a
pair of the green markers in. One point
worth observing is that there is no auditioning:
the Separate button has to be operated —
sometimes, depending on complexity of vocal,
and (no doubt) internet speed — there can be a
considerable wait to hear results. I’m sure that,
given time, I could get very quick at operating
Trax Pro SP’s daft and non-standard zoom and
cursor location conventions, but the auditioning
has to be changed. I at least want a preview of
how my edits will sound, even if rendering in
high quality will involve a wait (as with most
video editing programs).
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o start ‘de-mixing’, drag and drop an
audio file onto the upper portion of the
interface, and select one of the
extraction options: Speech and Melodic
Vocals, Speech Only; Melodic Vocals Only or
General. The Automatic Consonant Detection
(selected by default) places green vertical
markers. The file is then ‘sent off’ for processing
to Audionamix’s servers — an open internet
connection is a must. After this process there will
be an automatically separated music track, vocal
track and a pitch guide. The guide tone sounds a
little like Stephen Hawking singing. This track
gives a good steer as to where the extraction (or
your later editing) has gone wrong.
The music and vocal tracks are available
immediately after processing but, in terms of
separating a pro-quality accapella vocal, there is
normally a deal of work yet to be done. What
can be professionally done immediately,
however, is to subtly re-balance a lead vocal
within a song: the small horizontal faders above
the Music and Vocal level meters allow rebalancing and exporting via ‘File/Bounce mix to
disk’. I tried a number of tunes and found the
usable limits to be around +2dB / -4dB vocal
adjustment: any more than that and it paid
dividends to continue tweaking.
The Separate Screen allows you to create and
refine the pitch guide to target the melody line
you would like separated from the rest of the

mix — this is an essential process — and there
are five tools at the bottom of the interface to
achieve it. Basically, you are going to find that
Stephen Hawking’s guide vocal is not perfect,
and it is your job to join the dots.
Areas of the Pitchogram can be zoomed
using a selection of tools, but it’s annoying
that the industry-standard Cmd +/- keys are
not implemented. A MIDI file can be imported,
but it must exactly line-up (length-wise, entire
file) with the audio being tuned. I found it easier
to display the vertical piano keyboard and draw
pitch correction in by hand.

Pitchogram editing

The first thing to do is use the eraser tool (fifth
from left) to eliminate any spurious guide
elements. The pencil tool (first button to the
right of gain control) is the main utility for
editing the pitch guide. With a bit of practice,
it’s possible to draw in little dips in pitch before
a note, vibrato and portamento. There is a Pitch
Magnet tool next to the Pencil, a supposed
‘semi-automated pitch guide finder’. The main
role of this tool seemed to be to flatline my
painstaking crafting of the pitch line, but
fortunately there are multiple-steps of Undo/
Re-do via the normal Command-Z and AltCommand-Z keys.
A consonants annotation tool is turned on by
clicking the ‘C’ button, which helps to identify

Trax Pro SP offers several additional
processing options that can customize results
to increase the quality of your outcome, by
clicking the Processing icon (or Actions menu >
Advanced Processing Options). There’s a Drum
Enhancement (Music tab) or Drum Removal
(Vocal tab) tool which can be used to remove or
enhance percussive elements and drum hits
from the track (very useful on vocal). A Spatial
Isolation Tool allows you to refine separation
results by isolating unwanted audio by
frequency and pan position.
A Spectral Screen — similar to programs
such as RX — enables freehand frequency
selection with a lasso tool, and a Harmonic
selector can be used to intelligently select
multiple harmonics from a single selection. A
Tonal/ Noise filter targets harmonic or noise
components for removal (breaths, clicks).
Having started as a vocal isolator,
Audionamix are now marketing Trax Pro SP as a
speech cleaner as well. I tried isolating speech
from location recordings with excessive wind
noise or ambience, and concluded that there
are better tools available to perform this task.
However, it’s worth bearing in mind that most
other de-noise tools operate on the principle of
discarding unwanted noise. There are situations
where it is desirable to re-balance rather than
discard, and in this situation Trax Pro SP excels.
For example, re-balancing the wanted spill with
speech recorded on an omni.
The $999 Trax Pro SP is both fascinating
and frustrating to use. It can achieve what no
other professional tool can do, but requires
time and patience to tune correctly.

VERDICT
PROS

Can extract a vocal from a stereo mix!
Plenty of tools to refine results.

CONS

The initial online processing for
extraction is fair enough, but the inability
to audition edits without going online is
inexcusable. A ‘pick up playhead position’
shortcut key is badly needed for when
Pitchogram display is zoomed in.
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